ABnet

IoT Network

In a world where the Internet has become an
essential part of everyday life, applications need
to be more available and reliable.
Alongside the evolving needs for connectivity,
ABnet's IoT Network — a division of Rigstar
Industrial Telecom — dedicates itself to
connecting people and enterprises across North
America, through its advanced network
technology that can deliver data requirements
with ease.

www.abnet.ca
1.855.283.3490

A network solution like no other.
Using LoRaWAN as a powerful system for modern business, ABnet’s
Network as a Service (NaaS) eliminates hardware costs and lets
you scale up or down as required, with no need to maintain your
own infrastructure.

Why ABnet's NaaS?
NaaS is a cost-effective alternative to traditional solutions for future
proofing your business. Whether you have one location or multiple
offices, our network can help keep pace with any growth and offer
scalable solutions that will support it through the years no matter
how remote.

Benefits of Using ABnet's NaaS
ABnet has been delivering network services for over 20-years and
has engineered and deployed an enterprise IoT Network that has
multiple benefits highlighted below.

Save on costs
ABnet's NaaS offers many cost saving benefits, including reduced
IT/Network infrastructure and operational expenditures.

Connectivity
Enhanced isolation between the Tx and Rx bands as well as out of
band rejection of cellular and paging networks. Full duplex
operation allowing all receive and transmit channels available
simultaneously. Accelerated expansion capabilities.

24/7 Live Network support
ABnet's NOC can detect network issues before they become a
problem. By implementing proactive monitoring and preventive
maintenance, users are always one step ahead.

Secure connection
With intrusion prevention and unified threat management
systems, our network security team will keep your data safe from
any potential breach or external attacks.

ABnet IoT Network
CONNECT LIKE NEVER BEFORE
At ABnet, our core value is to make Internet services and IoT more
accessible. Supported by a reliable and robust network, ABnet provides
businesses and residential areas with secure and customizable
solutions to keep you connected, no matter how remote.

POWERFUL & SECURE
Access your own long-range,
low-power carrier-grade IoT
network that supports all IoT
applications without having to
compete with other sources over
the network.

COST-EFFECTIVE
Save huge costs while delivering
intelligent tracking and monitoring
abilities along with improving
processes to drive efficiency.

ENSURED MAX UPTIME
Maximum uptime is achieved with
our highly skilled analysts who
monitor and support the IoT
network through our 24/7 Network
Operations Centre (NOC).

FLEXIBLE &
CUSTOMIZABLE

24/7
CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Enjoy our flexible Internet solution
that's suitable for a wide range of
sectors and can be customized
depending on your specific needs.

Leverage the expertise of our team
to ensure a successful seamless
digital transformation experience.

